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ABSTRACT. The study of ice in the upper Great Lakes, b o th from the operational and the scientific 
points of view, is receiving continued a ttention . Q uantita tive a nd qualitative field work is being conducted 
to provide the need ed background for accurate interpreta tion of remotely sensed data. The data under 
discuss ion in this paper were obta ined by a sid e-looking multiplexed ai rborne ra d a r (SLAR) supplemen ted 
with ground-truth d a ta . 

Because of its ability to penetrate adverse weather, radar is an especially importa nt instrument for 
m onitoring ice in the upper Grea t Lakes . I t has previously been shown that imaging radars can provide 
maps of ice cover in these a reas. H owever, questions concerning both the nature of the surfaces reAecting 
radar energy and the interpretation of the ra dar imagery continua lly a rise. 

Our a nalysis of ice in Whitefish Bay (Lake Superior) indicates that the combina tion of the ice/water 
interface a nd the ice/a ir interface is the major contributor to the radar backscatter as seen on the imagery. 
At these frequencies the ice has a very low relative dielectric p ermittivity « 3.0) and a low loss tangen t. 
Thus, this ice is som ewha t transparent to the energy used by the imaging SLAR system. T he ice types 
studied include newly formed black ice, pancake ice, and frozen and consolidated pack and brash ice. 

A lthough ice thickness cannot be m easured directly from the received signa ls, it is suspected that by 
combining the inform ation pertaining to radar backscatter with data on the m eteorological and sea-state 
history of the area, together with some basic g round truth, better estimates of the ice thickness may be 
provided. In addition , certa in ice features (e.g. ridges, ice-foot formation, a reas of brash ice) may be identi
fi ed with reasonable confidence. There is a continued need fo r add itional ground work to verify the validity 
of imaging radars fo r these types of interpretations. 

R ESUME. L'itude de la glace d' eau douce par radar a image multiplex. L'e tude d e la g lace des Grands Lacs 
superieurs susci te un interet soutenu, a la fois du point de vue pra tique et scientifique. O n poursui t sur le 
terrain des experiences ta nt quanti tati ves que qualitatives, pour fournir la base indispensable a une in terpreta
tion precise des donnees recucillies par te ledetec tion. Les m esures dont il est question dans cet a rticle ont 
ete o btenues par un ra d a r aerien multiplex, a fenetre latera lle (SLAR). Ces donnees furent comple tees p a r 
d es m esures au sol. 

Le radar, du fait d e sa capacite a travers les nuages, es t un instrument par t iculi erem ent interessant pour 
con troler les glaces dans les Grands Lacs superieurs. O n a d eja montre preced emment que les radars a 
images pourraient fournir des cartes de la couverture de glace de ces regions. Cepend a nt, il surgit con tin uelle
ment d es questions concernan t, et la na ture d es surfaces reAechissant l'energie d u r adar, et I' interpre ta tion 
d es images radar. 

L'ana lyse de la g lace d e Whitefi sh Bay (Lac Superieur) m ontre que la combina ison des interfaces g lace/eau 
avec glace/air es t la cause principa le d e la dispertion de I'energie reAechie consta tee sur I' image ra d ar. 
La glace a une tres fa ible constante d ielec trique «3,0) et un t res faible angle de perte . II en resulte que celle 
g lace est quelque peu tra nsparante vis a vis d e I'energie du rada r SLAR. Les typ es d e glaces etudies com
prennent des glaces noires de formation recente, des glace " pancake", et des ba nquises d e diverses form a tions 
(gel , blocs soudes, glace refondue) . 

Bien que I'epaisseur d e la glace ne p uisse e tre deduite d irectement des signaux ra d a r, on espere q u e la 
combina ison des informations don nee par la dispersion a la reAec tion , I' histoire h yd roligique et meteoro
logique du lieu, et quelques donnees theoriques de base perme ttra de mieux es timer les epaisseurs de g lace. 
En outre, certa ines caracteristiques de la g lace (par exempl e an'; te des blocs, morceaux de glace, zones d e 
g lace fondante) peuvent etre identifiees avec assez de sure te. On a toujours besoin d e mesures au sol pour 
ve rifie r la veracite d es images raclar, pour ce genre cl ' interpre ta tion . 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. UnterslIcllllllg von Sllsswasser-Seeeis mit multifreqllentem Bild-Radar. Das Studium d es 
Eises in den obercn G rossen Seen zieh t imme r m ehr sowohl vom operationellen w ie vom wissenscha ftli ch en 
Sta ndpunkt aus das Interesse auf sich . Aus qua ntitativen w ie a uch quali tat iven Feldbeobachtungen ergibt 
sich d er erforderli ch e Hintergrund flir e in e zuverl ass ige Interpreta tion von Fernerku ndungsclaten. Die 
Aufnahmedaten, d ie in dieser Arbeit cliskutiert werclen, wurden mit einem multifrequenten Seitwarts-
R adarsystem (SLAR) gewonnen; Feldvergleich sdaten d ienten zu ihrer Erganzung. .. 

Infolge seiner vVetteruna bhangigkeit is t R adar ein besonders wichtiges Verfahre n zur U berwachung d es 
Eises in den oberen Grossen Seen. Scho n frOh er wurcle gezeigt, dass mit Bild-Radarsys temen Ka rten d er 
Eisbcdeckung in diesen Gebieten zu gew innen sincl. Doch tre ten standig weitere Fragen sowohl libe l' die 
Na tUl' der OberA ach en , d ie die Radar-Energ ie reAektieren, w ie zur Interpretalion d e l' R adarbilcler a uf. 

* Paper presented at the Symposium on R emote Sensing in Glac iology, Cambridge, Engla nd, September 1974. 
t Present address : J e t Propulsion Labora to ry, California Insti tute of Technology, Pasadena, California 9 1103, 

U .S.A. 
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Unsere Analyse des Eises in der Whitefish Bay (L ake Superior) ergab, dass die Kombina tion del' Grenz
Aache zwischen Eis und Wasser mit d er zwischen Eis und Luft den Haupta nteil des auf den Bildern erschein
enden Radar-Echos ausmacht. Das Eis bes itzt eine sehr niedrige Dielektrizitatskonstante « 3,0) und eine 
niedrige Ausloschung. Desha lb ist dieses Eis bis zu einem gewissen Grade durchlassig fUr die van dem Bild
Radarsystem benutzte Energie. Die untersuchten Eistypen sind frisches, schwa rzes Eis, " P[annkuchen-Eis" 
sowie gefrorenes und verfestigtes Pack- und TrUmmer-Eis. 

Obwohl di e Eisdicke nicht direkt aus den empfa ngenen Signalen ermittelt werden kann, so kann man 
doch aus der Kombination der Radar-Echodaten mit meteorologischen, eisgenetischen und einigen grund
legenden weiteren Feldbeobachtungen in dem Gebiet bessere Abschatzungen fUr die Eisdicke erwarten. 
Ausserdem lassen sich bestimmte Eiserscheinungen wie RUcken, Wurzeln, Gebiete mit TrUmmer-Eis, 
einigermassen zuverlassig identifizieren. Weitere Feldbeobachtungen zur UberprUfung der Aussagekraft 
von R adarbildern werden fUr diese Art von Interpretation standig benotigt. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past decade the multispectral remote-sensing concept has developed, and a 
number of recognition techniques have been successfully demonstrated using data from the 
visible and infrared portions of the electromagnetic spectrum (Nalepka, 1970). The fact 
that the response ofa reflecting or emitting surface is a function of the wavelength at which the 
measurement is made is of primary importance for such work (Erickson, in press) . Empirical 
data obtained from measurements in the microwave regions of the spectrum have shown a 
simi lar wavelength dependence in the response of natural terrain types (Leeman and others, 
1971; Cosgriff and others, 1959) . Factors such as the backscatter coefficient and radiometric 
temperature measurements have been used to advantage in some microwave remote-sensing 
systems. Developments have also been made in recent years in imaging radar systems. The 
advantages of using a radar are the improved spatial resolution capabilities and the active 
mode (i.e. energy radiation ) of the system. A four-channel microwave radar system (Rawson 
and Smith, 1974) is being operated by Environmental Research Institute of Michigan 
(ERIM) to demonstrate the multispectral technique. To date there have been several 
demonstration projects (Bryan, 1974; Drake and others, 1974). 

This paper presents a summary of recent experiments designed to obtain and classify 
data on fresh-water ice using the four-channel multispectral radar. A brief description of the 
four-channel synthetic-aperture radar (SAR), a discussion of the experiment technique, and a 
presentation of the results obtained are included. 

FOUR-CHANNEL MICROWAVE RADAR SYSTEM 

The ERIM four-channel microwave radar system utilizes the synthetic-aperture technique 
to obtain fine resolution in the along-track direction and pulse compression techniques to 
realize fine resolution in the cross-track direction (Brown, 1967). The system operates in the 
conventional side-looking mode. Four data channels, two at X-band (3 cm wavelength) 
and two at L-band (25 cm wavelength), both with like- and orthogonal-polarization reception , 
can be recorded simultaneously. For both wavelengths the normal operating configuration 
is in a 4- 20 km swath width, antenna depression angles from 8°- 90° and a resolution in both 
azimuth and range of IQ m. The radar signal received in the aircraft is recorded on film 
using a cathode-ray tube system. An image is obtained by dual-channel (across-track and 
along-track) matched-filter processing of the radar signal in an optical signal processor. * 
This is illustrated in the radar-system block diagram presented in Figure I. The ERIM four
channel system is carried in a C-46 aircraft which is also equipped with infrared scanning and 
photographic equipment. 

• To obtain an image from synthetic-aperture radar data, the film on which the received signa l is recorded 
needs to be processed. This is in contrast to "real-aperture" radar sys tems [or which no processing is required on 
the received signal to obtain a n image. That is, for real-aperture rada rs the image is recorded v ia a cathode ray 
tube directly on film. This is an integral part of the radar set operating in the aircraft. 
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UTILIZATION OF RADAR IMAGERY 

One of the prime requirements for proper u tilization and interpre tation of remotely 
sensed data, that is the conversion of raw da ta into useful and usable information, is the 
collection of accurate ground-truth d a ta. The direct relationship between what is visually 
seen (but not necessarily perceived ) and that collec ted by panchromatic photography is 
obvious. A major difficulty is the change in perspective of the two views (ground truth and 
remote sensing). Our eyes observe one aspect of the scen e (i. e. the vi sible), and the remote 
sensor d etects another (e .g . heat) . Sma ll and portable instruments (e.g . thermal radiom eters 
or thermometers) a re available to aid us in the collection of these thermal data at selected sites. 

A t even longer wavelengths, the problems of relating th e visible scene a nd tha t sensed by 
the rem ote sensor becom es increasingly difficult. Thus, a t the rada r wavelengths of concern 
in this paper (3 and 25 cm ), the rela tionship is not a t all obvious. In addition, because 
persons a ttempting to in terpret rada r imagery and those providing the ground-truth informa
tion are often from entirely different backgrounds and training, it is of pressing importance 
tha t we proceed to quantify both the ground truth and the remotely sensed d a ta (i.e. there is a 
need for a calibrated imaging SLAR) . Only after such quantification will we be able 
successfull y to store, retrieve, and statistically analyze both sets of data a nd thus properly 
resolve the problem of environmental m onitoring and m ea surement using a irborne radars. 

The problem is not onl y the quantification of the d a ta but a lso the n eed to make simul
taneous data collections. If, for example, only the size, shape, and rela tive location of, say, 
fa rms, mines, or highways were of interes t, we could conduc t the ground-tr uth measurem ents 
at any time within several days (or even months) of the remotely-sensed data collection . 
Conversely, when dealing with features which are more unstable and ephemeral (e.g. lake 
ice), i t is necessary to reduce the time lag between the two data collections drastically. 

Finally, although i t is often possible to remove portions of the scene from their natural 
locations and study them a t the labora tory bench, the sample may be subjected to changes 
during collection, sto rage, a nd transportation . In the case of snow, time a lone is sufficient to 
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Fig. [ . Block diagram cif the E RIM four-channel microwave radar sy stem. 
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alter the physical properties (Bader and others, 1939). Thus the nature of the study subject, 

together with the remote-sensing system, determine the ground-truth procedure which should 

be used in support of the remote-sensing operation. The organization and implementation 

of the ground-truth portion of a complete remote-sensing study are discussed in several recent 

papers (Wilson , 1968 ; Benson and others, 1971 ). 

Numerous papers concerning the interpretation of radar imagery and the nature of radar 

backscatter from the ground are available (e.g . Innes, 1968; Moore, 1969). There is no need 

to reiterate these at length. H owever, it is instructive simply to present the radar equation 

(Berkowi tz, 1966) to illustrate the nature of the parameters affecting the backscatter or 

reflection or radar waves. 
PtG2 "i1 2 rj 

P - -,-'----:--:=_ 

S - (47T)3R4 ' 

in which Ps is the received power (i.e. backscatter), Pt the transmitted power , G the antenna 

gain, "iI the wavelength of the emitted electromagnetic wave, cr the echoing (scattering) cross

sedl:ion, and R the range . 
Several of these parameters (Pt, G, "iI ) are functions of the radar instrument design and 

operation. Range is concerned with the relative location of the scene to the radar antenna. 

The scattering cross-section cr, a function of the nature of the target, is determined by : 

(a) the roughness of the surface relative to the operating wavelength; 

(b) the electrical properties of the material in the scene; and 

(c) the roughness of any sub-surface layers prior to which the attenuation is insignificant. 

Many studies have been conducted in which both theoretical and empirical m easurements 

of the scattering cross-section are considered (e.g. Cosgriff and others, 1959) . However, there 

have been few attempts to relate measurements of the surface electrical properties (specifically 

the dielec tri c constant) to the radar images. 

The response of a " rough surface" to radiation of various wavelengths is illustrated in 

Figure 2 . The radar provides a measure of the distribution of refl ectivity (backscatter) in 

the area being imaged. It is noted that the roughness of a surface is a function of the incident 

wavelength. At a short wavelength, 3 cm for example (X-band), a rough surface provides 

a significant amount of backscattered energy. However, the same surface at a longer wave

length , say, 25 cm (L-band), looks smooth, and therefore less backscattered en ergy is presented 

to the receiving radar antenna. Thus, a smooth surface in the (x,y) direction is defined such 

that the change in elevation (i.e. roughness), Llz < "iI ; for a rough surface LlZ> "iI . Clearly, 

such a surface would look different in the imagery at the two wavelengths. In addition, the 

depolarized energy is a function of the surface electrical properties as well a s roughness. 

USE OF MULTI-SPECTRAL RADAR TO IMAGE ICE 

The Environmental R esearch Institute of Michigan (ERIM) together with the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Lewis Center, Cleveland, conducted a field 

experiment during the winter of [973- 74. This experiment was oriented toward determining 

the information available in the data obtained from the ERIM four-channel synthetic 

aperture radar system. The study areas for this experiment were Whitefish Bay, Lake 

Superior, and the Straits of Mackinac, Michigan (Fig. 3). 

Ice-coring equipment, in addition to two portable instruments designed and fabricated 

specifically for this purpose by ERIM laboratory personnel, were used . These latter instru

ments m easured (a) the complex dielectric constant of ice (or snow) at [00 MHz and (b) the 

electrical properties of the ice at the two operating wavelengths of the radar system (3 cm 

and 25 cm) (Bryan and Larson, 1973). 
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DATA ANALYSIS 

Examples of the four-channel rada r imagery from one imaging pass a re given in Figure 4. 
This three-mile (5 km) strip extends from tIe Parisienne, Ontario, C anada south to and 
including Nodoway Point, Michigan, U .S.A. T he wavelength , resolu tion and polariza tion 
of each image are as indicated. 

~ / .... ' .. - .. " "','\-

8 

~- ,~ , 

X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION- 30' x 30' 
c 

Fig. 4. Simultaneously ob tained dual-frequency radar imagery of fresh-water ice in Whitefish Bay, Michigan, 13 March 1974 . 

Several interpretations are easily made : 

( I ) Area "A" , land mass of the upper peninsula o f Michigan and shoreline of Whitefish 
Bay. 

(2) Area " B", tIe Parisienne. 
(3) Various ice types in Whitefish Bay, smooth ice being shown by low reflectivity (dark 

tone on the image) . 
(4) Area "e" , ships' tracks, where ships have gone through the ice. 
(5) Area " n", pressure ridge. 

A t fi rs t glance, for a rea "e", the interpretation would be that the passage of the ship has 
disrupted the ice, forming an area of brash and highly broken ice which , upon refreezing has 
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developed a geometry n ot unlike that of a pressure ridge. (By comparison , a pressure ridge is 
clearly seen at point "D" in Figure 4) ' However, the transit of the ship had the opposite effect 
when passing through a rougher (brighter ) area. In this case, the ship apparently smoothed 
the surface by breaking of the brash ice blocks into smaller pieces. These then floated lower 
in the water and refroze as a lower , flatter (smooth ) surface. This d oes not, of course, give 
an absolute measure of the surface roughness of the ice, but rather indicates the effect of the 
ship's passage. Given some additional information concerning the time of the ship's passage 
and the nature of the ship (speed, size, etc .), one could conceivably accurately estimate the 
relative surface smoothness of the ice. The question which remains unanswered is why the 
two p ortions of the ship's track have such different backscattering properties relative to one 
ano ther. 

The simplified interpretation of roughness (as given in Figure 2) is not a lways the case for 
imagery similar to that in Figure 4. For example, in Area "E" , midway between Nodoway 
Point and lie Parisienne, this figure is not applicable. T h e problem is encoun tered in that the 
X-band (HH) image has a darker tone (and, therefore, a smoother surface ?) than does the 
L-band (HH) image of the same area. R eference to Figure 2 indicates that thi s is not possible 
if only the surface roughness is considered as the reflecting medium . Clearly then, the basic 
interpre tation with respect to the surface roughness is, a t least in som e areas, in error. A lter
na tively, some additional items are being detected and are contributing to the microwave 
reflectivity and therefore to the image tone. Such items include the energy polarization , look 
angle and depression angle of the radar, and the nature of the surface material , among others. 

This concept is not new and has often been discussed in the radar litera ture (see, for 
example, Cosgriffand others, 1960; Moore, 1971 ). H owever, with respect to fresh-water lake 
ice, a situation not often encountered in the natural environment, and seldom studied with 
imaging radars, is experienced. Simply, the situation is such that a high d egree of pene tra
tion of the microwave signals below the uppermost surface is possible, and reflections are 
received from additional lower surfaces within or below the ice sheet. 

ELECTRICAL MEASU R E MENTS 

I t has been implied that observable back-scattering of the radar energy is received £i'om 
the ice/water interface. Dielectric constant measurements indicate that pene tration of the ice 
layer is possible at both X-band and L-band wavelengths . Also, the two-way loss in the ice is 
not too excessive at L-band so that energy backscatter from the ice/water interface should also 
be received by the system antenna. However, adequate empirical data to substantiate these 
conclusions and to d e termine the refl ection coefficients from the ice/water interface are not 
presently available. 

Estimates of the ratio of the back-scattered energy from the air/ice interface (Pi ) and that 
from the ice/water interface (Pw) have been calculated . T he refl ection coefficients are 
approximated by assuming equal roughness factors for the two boundaries . Then, normalized 
by the surface roughness factor, the air/ice reflection coefficient is approximately - 10 dB. 
Using published values (C ummings, 1952) for the dielectric properties of water, the ice/water 
reflection coeffi cient is approximately - 3 to - 5 dB. 

R e fl ection coefficients at the ice/air and ice/water interfaces can be m easured directly 
or calculated using m easured values of dielectric properties. The latter are preferred due to 
the difficulty in calculating the interface roughness. However, lacking such empirical data, 
and using (a ) the calculated refl ection coefficients for these interfaces, (b ) the loss tangent 
(tan 8) for the ice, (c) a radar depression angle of 20 °, and (d ) X-band and L-band wavelength 
values, the calculations show that Pw ~ PI for 40- 50 cm of ice for ,\ = 3.0 cm (X-band) 
and 3- 4 m of ice for ,\ = 25.0 cm (L-band) . Using the calculated results obtained from the 
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two wavelengths, it can be assumed that the back-scattered energy is coming primarily from 
the ice/water in terface for ice thicknesses less than the calculated values. 

In this exam ple, it has been assumed that both air/ice and ice/water interfaces have equal 
back-scattering factors. Clearly, in many situations this is not the case, and corrections to 
account for d ifferences in the boundary roughness would be required . This obviously points 
out the need for additional and meticulous ground-truth efforts to obtain a more complete 
understand ing of the data available in the radar imagery. 
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Fig. 5. Physical properties a/ice cores/rom Whitefish Bay, Michigan, [3 March [974. 

The data concerning relative dielectric permlttlvlty fE ', ice thickness, and loss tangent 
tan S for five locations in the study area are given in Figure 5. These data were collected 
using a 7.62 cm (3 inch) d iameter SIPRE corer. Dielectric measurements were taken at a 
frequency of 100 MHz (Bryan and Larson, 1973) ' For the wavelengths used in the radar 
system, the relative dielectric permittivity was calculated to be fE' = 3.0 or slightly higher 
than that measured at 100 MHz. 

These data confirm the comments previously found in the literature and summarized in 
Figure 6. Specifically, there is every possibility that there was considerable penetration into 
the lake ice by the microwave energy from the imaging radar and therefore the effects observed 
in the imagery, that is the brightness of the image tone, are not necessarily a direct function 
of the roughness of the air/ice interface. 
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Fig. 6. Summary of microwave interactiall with ice. (After Grant alld others, [973, p . 47·) 

IMAGE I NT E RPRETATION 

453 

Figure 7, an enlargement of the southern portion of Figure 4, illustrates an area which 
was the subject of much of the ground truth . Area I is an area of black ice with small (generally 
less than I m ) pieces of brash ice imbedded in the black-i ce matrix . The ice/air boundary IS 

slightly rough at both wavelengths. 

SLAR IMAGERY 

WHITEFISH BAY, MI. 

13MAR74 

X(HH) X(HY) 

MI 

L(HH) L(HVI 
I' , i 
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Fig. 7. SLAR imagery of Whitefish Bay, Michigan. 
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Some energy is returned from the X (HH) and L (HH) signals in this area, but clearly it is 
considerably less than that from the brash ice in Area 2. It is possible that both the ice/air 
and ice/water interfaces are (slightly) rough at both the X-band and L-band wavelengths; 
consequently, there is little return from multiple scattering and depolarization from the surface 
or from volume scattering within the ice sheet itself. (The majority of the pattern seen in 
Area I on the X (HH) image (Fig. 7) is the result of coherent speckle, a property of the optical 
processing technique used on this imagery). 

Strong signal returns were observed from Area 2 in all four images. This area is one of 
rough brash ice, and , in this case, multiple scattering, probably primarily from the surface 
and the interior of the ice, caused a high intensity of both polarized and depolarized signal 
returns. 

In Area 3, a moderate signal return is seen only on the two L-band images. This entire 
area was composed of a smooth brash ice surface (quite similar to that in Area I) and the 
bright (essentially point) returns are probably from large specular reflectors at the ice/water 
interface. 

Items labeled 4 are ice-foot formations which extend to heights of 3- 4 m . These features 
are clearly seen as very bright reflectors on all images. They are, however, brighter on the 
X-band images than on the L-band images, but this is probably a result of the (photographic) 
darkroom techniques used in preparing the imagery rather than an indication of the differen
tial reflectivity of the formations at the two wavelengths. In reality, should it be possible to 
calibrate the radar system to obtain quantitatively comparable results for the four images, it is 
doubtful if this wide variation in brightness would be substantiated. One small area of ice 
foot, extending to the east of Iroquois Island, is clearly visible on both of the X-band images, 
but on neither of the L-band images. This ice foot is very poorly developed and is only about 
1.5 m in height. 

Pressure ridges are easily identified in Figure 7 (marked 5). One extending north-north
east from Iroquois Island is observed on all images. This strong return is apparently the result 
of multiple reflections within the ridge itself. For the ridge extending to the east from the 
same island it is only faintly visible on the X (HV) imagery and not at all on the X (HH). 
Ground observations indicate that this latter ridge should have been as readily visible as the 
others in the imaged areas. It is therefore considered that this lack of a strong radar return is 
the result of the radar aspect angle rather than the roughness, internal structure, or size of the 
ice ridge. This emphasizes one of the items of major importance in radar backscatter- that 
of the angle of the imaged surface relative to the direction of propagation of the microwave 
energy (cf. Fig. 2). 

All areas labeled 6 (both 6a and 6b) in Figure 7 give very low to moderate returns at both 
wavelengths and polarizations. The interpretation is that both surfaces (ice/air and ice/water 
interfaces) are smooth and act as specular reflectors directing the radar energy away from the 
receiving antenna. This has been verified with ground-truth information. 

For areas annotated 7, (Fig. 7) the return at both X (HH) and L (HH) is r elatively strong, 
especially in the latter. These areas have smooth ice/air interfaces. It is thought that part of 
the back-scattering of the radar energy is from the bottom surface (i. e. the ice/water interface) 
for both wavelengths. This is quite difficult to substantiate for the X (HH) image due to the 
processing speckle previously mentioned. However, on the L (HH) image this area is clearly 
and easily defined. The main difference between Areas I and 7, based on these images and 
interpretations presented , is determined to be the difference in roughness of the ice/water 
interface rather than of the ice/air interface. 

Clearly, these interpretations are somewhat speculative and require considerable verifica
tion and additional ground work and interpretation for accurate substantiation. Questions 
concerning determination of the thickness of the ice are still awaiting answers, and it is 
extremely doubtful if the approach used in this imagery analysis will be able to answer such 
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queries adequately. However, from this brief analysis, it is also possible to obtain, at least 
relatively, some indication of the ice history- an indication which is not always readily 
available through other types of remote sensing. 

DISCUSSION 

Because fresh-water ice has extremely low relative dielectric permIttIvI ty at these fre
quencies (compared with 80 for water) and because the loss tangents are also low, it is con
cluded that there is considerable penetration of the microwave energy even at these sh ort 
wavelengths through the ice to the ice/water interface. Thus a situation which is relatively 
unusual in the natural world, as normally discussed with respect to active microwave imaging 
systems, exists. For example, at these wavelengths, for soils having 10- 20 % moisture, the 
depth of penetration would be on the order of a few centimeters (Grant a nd others, 1973) . 
In the case of ice, penetration is at least an order of magnitude greater through ice having 
thicknesses varying from 25 cm (for n ew, black ice) to 72 cm (for pancake ice). 

Although not specifically identified on these images, areas of open water are quite easi ly 
identified because the water generally a cts as a specular refl ector for all r adar energy. The 
major point of confusion between open water and a type of ice is probably in the area of ice 
which is thin enough to reflect from the lower ice interface and smooth enough to act as a 
specular refl ector at both surfaces. Such is the condition for areas of new black ice (e.g. Fig. 7, 
Area 6). In the imagery presented in this paper, areas of open water do not occur, although 
open water surrounded by ice (e.g. leads or polynyas in brash ice), would appear similar to 
Area 9, Figure 7. 

These data have several applications for the two types of problem previously mentioned. 
If the imagery can be quickly obtained (that is, in the n ear real-time contex t), it is a valuable 
source of information for conducting winter navigation in the upper Great Lakes. Such an 
experiment has been conducted by NASA Lewis during the 1973- 74 winter season . The 
(real-aperture) radar imagery was transmitted via a facsimile link directly to the bridge of the 
ship traversing the ice. This imagery was then interpreted to aid in the plotting of the ship's 
course. T he timeliness of the data was an instrumental part of the su ccess of the proj ect. 
Generally data in excess of 12 h old is not useful for ice navigation, a lthough the allowable 
delay might vary depending on the nature of the ice conditions, the weather, and the strength 
and speed of the ship n egotiating the ice. The advantage of using radar over other operating 
sensors is the independence of data collection from weather, atmospheric, and lighting 
conditions and the fact that it may be operated by the user in near real-time. Also, giving the 
original data directly to the user without the need for the interpretation and cartographic 
steps, allows the user to conduct his own " ground truth" and thus become more familiar with 
the relationships between the imagery and the ice situation. The users would thus becom e 
more proficient in the application of the data and learn to discriminate the data for themselves. 

For other problems, those dealing with ice hydrology and the interpre tation of past ice 
events, it is felt that a considerable amount of information is obtainable from this imagery. 
For example, the surface reflectivity of the ice is often an indicator of the ice history- sm ooth 
ice (i. e. a dark area) is either new black ice, ice which had been flood ed and thus had the 
surface irregularities removed, or ice which has been sm oothed through the formation of 
white ice. I ce having very dark and even tones in all images, and for the modera te thick
nesses discussed in this paper (i.e. which allow penetration of the microwave energy and 
refl ection from the ice/water interface), has smooth surfaces at both interfaces. In both cases, 
such smoothness of the ice may be more easily distinguished from open water by using a 
time-series of radar imagery. This may indicate a certain stability in the meteorological and 
spatial contexts in which the ice was formed. For example, the areas identified as 6a and 6b 
on Figure 6 are behind the ice foot or enclosed in large brash-ice areas. These were probably 
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subjected either to flooding or ice removal and r efreezing. The ice in these areas was of two 
different thicknesses. In Area 6a (formed by the removal of ice and the development of new 
black ice) it averaged only about 25-35 cm in thickness. In Area 6b the ice thickness was 
as high as 65- 70 cm. This area was the result of flooding of old ice and consequent smoothing 
of the ice/air interface. This was coupled with the downward growth of ice, which then 
smoothed the lower (ice/water) interface. Area 8 (Fig. 7) closely follows the shoreline and 
apparently has a similar history. Its slightly higher return on the images is probably the result 
of the snow drifting and crusting combined with its surface and internal structure. All of these 
are common events occurring along the Lake Superior coast. 

In areas where the upper surface is smooth and the lower surface is rough (as seen, for 
example, in Area I , Fig. 7), several interpretations are possible. The most commonly observed 
feature during the field work was the freezing of pancake ice in to a matrix of black ice. What 
had happened was the opening of the water, the development of pancakes, and their drifting 
into that open-water area. During a subsequent period of quiescence, the re freezing process 
locked the pancakes into a matrix of relatively shallow black ice. The pancakes, generally 
round and with diameters of up to 8 m, had thicknesses of 60- 80 cm. The black-ice matrix , 
on the other hand, was much thinner (25- 30 cm). The modeling of the cross-section of these 
areas presents a rather unusual , rectangular ice/water interface which effectively scattered 
the microwave energy. In time this lower surface will be smoothed with the downward 
growth of the black-ice matrix and, ideally, subsequent radar imaging flights sh ould detect a 
decrease in the return (assuming other things b eing equal) from such areas. I t is not incon
ceivable that these data could be used for en ergy-balance studies, especially when coupled 
with some basic ice-thickness data. This approach, in addition to others, might prove to be 
especially useful in areas where continuous and detailed ground work could not be easily 
conducted . 

CONCLUSION 

Although the interpretation of multi-wavelength, multi-polarization data obtained with 
an active microwave imaging system is qualitative and still in its infancy, it clearly provides 
types of data which are not easily obtainable by other remote-sensing system s. The fact that 
fresh-water ice has an extremely low dielectri c constant and low loss tangent a llows the 
collection of good sub-surface information by airborne remote sensors. These data can, in 
turn, provide the interpreter with information which will allow the reconstruction of certain 
events of the ice history and also provide information which is directly applicable , in real time, 
to navigation problems in the upper Great Lakes. As with other emerging data sources, there 
is a tremendous need for additional research to verify the work which has been conducted 
and to expand the understanding of the interaction of different types of fresh-water ice and 
microwave energy. These efforts should include, among others, the collection of a set of 
" ice signatures", the calibration of the data collection and processing system, the combination 
of the SLAR imagery and other sensors (especially thermal sensors) for their mutual interpreta
bility, and the development and conduction of an expanded ground-truth operation. 
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